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1. In 1927 Fox [5] obtained the expansions of a product of two Bessel functions

in a series of product of a Bessel function and a Gaussian hypergeometric function.

Later on Rice [8] and Bailey [2] discovered a number of results of this type, some of

them contained the result of Fox as a particular case.

Recently, Srivastava [9] gave four general expansions of products of generalised

hypergeometric functions in a series of product of generalised hypergeometric

functions of two variables and a Gaussian hypergeometric function, which incor-

porated as a special case the results of Fox, Rice and Bailey mentioned above.

The aim of the present note is to derive an expansion of a generalised hyper-

geometric function of two variables in a series of product of generalised hypergeo-

metric functions of two variables and a generalised hypergeometric function. The

result deduced is further generalised to an expansion of a Meijer's G-function of two

variables (defined recently by Agarwal) in a series of product of a Meijer's G-func-

tion and a hypergeometric function of two variables.

The results obtained are very general and contain as special cases the expansions

of Jerry L. Fields and Jet Wimp [6], L. Carlitz and W. Alsalam [4], Meijer [7] and

many other results. The results are obtained by the use of the Laplace transform

and the inverse Laplace transform as has been done by the author elsewhere also

[11], [12].
The following notation due to Chaundy [3] shall be used to represent the hyper-

geometric function of higher order and of two variables

y- y^ [iap)U+n [jbq)]m [(r,)]. m „
¿->   ¿-<   Ml     Ml    \l A    M        M   Z?   M     \(T>   M     X   y   '

\ap): (&,); (r,);

liAP):iBQ);iRs)X'y_ [l]m[l]n[iAP)Un[iBQ)]m[iRs)]n

where (am,„) shall mean [n — m -f- 1] parameters am , am+í, ■ ■ ■   an . But when

m = 1, we shall write (a„) instead of (ai,„). Also as usual T[(ap); ißq)] denotes

[IlJ-i-rWñHllUm]}-1-

2. The result to be deduced is:

F\M, if*): (a,), icp); '
*Lig,),ihs):ih);idQ) XZ>yZ_

/j-, _ -y    [2\U(er)]„    ,      /lN|»  F     [~X 4- n + |, (er) 4- n; z
n=o [1]« [X]„ [ig,)]n r     s    \_

X F

2\ + 2n + 1, (g.) + n.

—n, 2X 4- n, ifR): (ap); (cP);

\ + i,ihs):ibt);idQ) X,V

provided r + R + p<l + s + S + q,r + R + P<l + s + S + Q,r<s+l
or r = s 4- 1 and | z | < 1 and the series on the right-hand side has a meaning.

To prove (2.1) we start from the result of Srivastava [9]
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i\z)\Fq
iaP); xz

?FQ
icp); yz

id«)

(2)
r[x]
r[2\] E(-) B [X 4- n] r [2X 4- n]

[l]n
A+nU)

X '[
-n, 2X 4-n: (op); (cP);

X + *:(&„); (dQ)
2a-,   2?/      •

But we know that

(3) Jx(4x) = (*/4)Vfl iFi[\ + J; 2X + 1; as].

Substituting (2.3) in (2.2) and after a little simplification we get that

F[--i<h); (o):   2      1 _ y [2X].(-g/4)»       fx + n + 1; *"|
|_:(b,); (d0) **' ̂ J " t^o       [1].[X].       "^ L2X 4- 2n + 1J

(4)

X
„ \-n, 2X 4- n: iap); (cP);        1

U + i= (&«);(<*«) X'y]

Then we deduce (2.1) by the method of finite mathematical induction by using

the Laplace transform and the inverse Laplace transform. To do so, assume that the

result holds for some values of p, P, q, Q, r, R, s and S, then replace z by zt on both

the sides, multiply by te'+1~ and take the Laplace transform with respect to "t".

Then using the result

Tz] -fJo
T1 dt,

we find that the r is replaced by [r 4- 1]. This completes the induction with respect

to r. To effect the induction with respect to s replace z by z/t and multiply both sides

by t~"'+1 and take the inverse Laplace transform with respect to "t" and then using

the result

T[z\      2-wi Jc-i°°

we find that the s is replaced by [s 4- 1]. This completes the induction with respect

to s. Similarly the induction with respect to 72 and S can be effected. But for

r = s = R = S = 0, the result (2.1) reduces to (2.4) and thus the proof of (2.1) by

induction is complete.

The result (2.1 ) is very general in nature and contains as a special case the results

of Fox [5], Rice [8], Bailey [2], Jerry L. Fields and Jet Wimp [6] and Srivastava [9].

3. In this section we intend to generalise the result further to an expansion in-

volving a certain number of "free" parameters. To do so we proceed as follows.

Replace s by s 4- 1 and R by R + 1 and set gs+i = X 4- J, fR+i = X 4- | and then

putting x = 0 = y, and replacing 2X by X, (2.1) becomes

[ier)U-zY „      [ier)+n; 1i-E
'o [1]» [X 4- n]n Kg,)],

rFs+l ig.) + n, X 4- 2« 4-

Then replacing (er), ig.) and Xby (er) + k + K, ig.) + k + K and X 4- 2k + 2K

respectively, multiplying both sides by
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[igs)UAiaP)]k[ibP)]K
ixz)kiyz)K,

[lh[l]K[iho)]k+K[icd)]k[ieD')]K

and summing both sides with respect to k and K from 0 to °o , and lastly setting

k 4- n 4- t = n, changing the order of summation so that the summation with re-

spect to "i" is performed last, we get that

lier)]ti-z)1

(1)

p[if,):iaP);ibP)- 1      y

Liha):icd);ieD')XZ'yZ]       H [l]i [(».)]* [X + t]t

X rF..
[ier

ligs
) +t;z

) + t, X + 2f 4- lj     lier),ih0):

\ + t,-t: iap); ibP);       1

icd);ieD') X'yj

The result (3.1) can then be generalised by using the Laplace and the inverse

Laplace transform as in §2 to the form

pTifg), («»): iap);
liho),ißn):icd);

ib*);
ieD')XZ'yZ

= z l(e,)],[(aJ]«(-2)'

(2)

=o [lUigs)]tKßn)]t[\ + t]t

ier) 4- t, iam) + t;z

iß») +t, ig.) +t,\+2t +

X F

J
[igs),ifg),\ + t, -f-iaP);  ibP);        1

lie,), iha):icd);ieD') X'yj'

provided g + m-r-p<l + G+n + d, g-r-m-\-P<l-r-G + n + D, r + m <

s -{- n or r -\- m = s-\-n and | z \ < 1 and the series on the right-hand side converges.

This result contains as a special case the result deduced in the previous section

and also incorporates a result due to Jerry L. Fields and Jet Wimp, which in turn

incorporates the results of Chaundy [3], Carlitz and Alsalam [4] and Meijer [7] as

special cases.

4. In this section we intend to generalise the result (3.1) to a result giving the

expansion of Meijer's G-function of two variable, defined recently by Agarwal [1]*.

Agarwal has defined the G-function of two variable as

(ep)

-J   i   *(S+ *)*(«» *)*V# du,I 1 \       /Tin,ri.»!.»>l.l»l
\x)     CrP,[i: «'],»,[■9:9']

(tí); (tc)

iÔs)

ißq); iß'q>)_

4tt2

where

*(£, v) = r
ißmi) — £, (t»i) 4- £, (/?m2) — 17, iyl2) + v;

1 — (/3m,+i,s) 4- S, 1 — (>i+i,i) — î, 1 — (^2+i,9') 4- »7,
1 — iyvi+i.f) — i?_

where 0 ^ mi ^ g, 0 ^ m2 ^ g', 0 ^ ^i ^ ¿, 0 ^ V2 ̂  í', 0 á ^ ^ P-

4-^ + r?;

? - »7, (ô.)  + i  + V.

* I am indebted to Professor R. P. Agarwal who has so kindly allowed me to go through his

unpublished manuscript [1]. It may be mentioned that the G-function of two variable which we

are taking is a slight variant of the one given by Agarwal, though in essence the function is the

same.
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The sequence of parameters (/3mi), iß'm-2), (7n), (7^) and («„) are such that

none of the poles of the integrand coincide. The paths of integration are indented, if

necessary, in such a manner that all the poles of T[ß,■ — Q,j = 1,2, • ■ • , mi, and

T[ßk  — 77], k = 1, 2, • • • , m2 lie to the right and those of T[yj 4- Q,j = 1,2, • • • , vi

and r[7*  4- ij], k = 1, 2, •
left of the imaginary axis.

The integral (4.1) converges if

i*andr[l - ej + t + vlj = 1,2, n lie to the

p + q + s + t < 2(mi 4»i + n),

p 4- q  4- s 4- ¿' < 2(m2 + v2 + n),

and

I arg x I < 7r[mi + vi + n — |(p 4g4s4 ¿)],

I arg y \ < ir[m2 + v2 + n — |(p 4- g' 4- s + t')]

Then using [1; 3.3], we can write (3.2) in the form

/      \ — ci /      \—eir /-ig+m,p,P,1,1
(XZ)        (yZ) (srg+m,[P:P],o+n,il+d:l+D]

-XZ

-yz

1 — ifg) 4- ci 4- ei, 1 — iam) 4- ci 4- ei

iap) — d ; ibP) — ei

iha) — ci — e¿, ißn) — ci — ei

1 — ci, 2 — id) — ci; 1 — ei, 2 — ieD') — ei_

= T iap) — ci,(6P) — ei, 1 — (/„) 4- e. 4- ei, 1 — («,„) -f- ct 4- ei, ig,), (/3„);~|

_(AG) — Ci — e/, (j3„) — ci — ei, 2 — (cd) — ci, 2 — (eD') — e/, (er), (am) J

xE (-2)'

« [l]i[X 4- l]i

X   Gl+7i+s,m+r I   — 1/Z

'ig.), (/„),X 4-i, -i: (aP); (M; "1
.(*), iha):id);ien) X'V]

1, (ft.) 4- i, (f.) 4- A
(«„,)+ t, ier) + t    I'

Then applying the Laplace transform and its inverse this relation can be general-

ised to the form

/       \~cli       \—ei'syg+m,p,P,l,L
\XZ)        \yZ) yjg+m+N,[p+v:V+P],G+n,[l+d+l:l+D+L]

— XZ

->,ß

ei

(2) = r

1 — ifa) + ci 4- ei, 1 — iam) 4- ci 4- ei, iyN) -f- ci

(op) — ci , (x») — cu ibP) — Ci, (x/) — e/

(Äo) — ci — e/, (/3„) — Ci — ei

1 — Ci,2 — (cá) — ci, (5Z) — Ci; 1 — ei', 2 — (eD') — e/, (e¿) — e/_

(a„) — ci, ibp) — ei, 1 — (/,) -f ci 4- ei, 1 — (<*„,)

4- Ci 4- ei', (¡7,), ißn), i&i), ieL);

iha) — ci — e/, (/3„) — ci — ei, 2 — (c«¡) — Ci,

2 - id) - e/, (er), iam), 1 - ixv), 1 - ixv')_

X Z^ FTTiÄ—I—7T Gi+„+s,m+H-JV I  —1/z
7=0 [1],[X + i]

X Í1

1, (/3„) + t, ig.) + t >

(«„) + Í, (ft.) + Í, (7w) 4- Í,

(0.), (/»), ^ + i, -<: (x»), ih), iaP); ixv), ieL), ibP);        1

ier),ihG):id),ieD') X'yj
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It may be noted that though (4.2) does not directly incorporates the results of

Wimp and Luke [13] and Meijer [7], yet they could be deduced easily by using the

Laplace transform technique to its relevant special cases. It does not appear to be

possible to give a direct generalisation of the above results in the form (4.2).

The basic analogue of (3.2) can also be obtained by starting from a known result

due to Verma [11] and follow exactly the method described in §3.
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